
VIRTUAL SHOW
& WIZARD SCHOOL
Your next virtual team building event just got magical!

Not only will you and your team experience a well

produced, interactive magic show - I will also break the

magician's code. Learn easy to master, yet impressive

magic. Plus get a download to all the secrets after the

virtual session.

45 MINUTES - VIRTUAL SHOW - PLUS LEARN MAGIC!

FULLY PRODUCED
VIRTUAL EVENT
Your turn key solution to virtual events! Add your

branding, your personal message plus a virtual magic

show. Together we can produce an event that will level

up your virtual presence! With a professional background

in TV Broadcasting - I am your one-stop-shop for virtual

event production.

ADD YOUR BRANDING AND YOUR MESSAGE

VIRTUAL MAGIC SHOW
A perfect way to interact with all your employees and

their loved ones at home! Everyone has a front-row seat

to a professional magic act. I am going to make magic

happen through the internet in your hands. The show is

a nice fast paced 25 minutes, highly interactive, nothing

pre-taped with high quality production value.

25 MINUTE VIRTUAL MAGIC EXPERIENCE

GRAEMAZING  PRESENTS :

V IRTUAL  WIZARD  L IVE



MIND-BLOWING! WE HAD
GRAEMAZING FOR OUR COMPANY
CHRISTMAS PARTY AND WE
COULDN’T HAVE ASKED FOR
BETTER ENTERTAINMENT.
CINDY

EVENT COORDINATOR - OTTOBOCK

GRAEME REED
Graeme left a 10-year career in Television Broadcasting to

pursue his childhood passion of being a magician. As seen

on CTV, CHCH, Global and TEDx - Graeme now shares

magic professionally. 

Combine a background in Live Television production and a

life-long passion in magic - you get a Level 7 Wizard.

Co-Host of the popular magic podcast, Magician's Talking

Magic, Graeme shares weekly business and performance

tips for magicians world-wide.

AKA LEVEL 7 WIZARD - GRAEMAZING

HUGELY ENTERTAINING!
BOB COWAN, CHCH
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FOR MORE DETAILS AND RATES:
INFO@GRAEMAZING.COM

SEEN ON


